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COVER STORY BY RUSS ELMS

It took nineteen years, but I was finally going to hunt vacation the following week and wouldn’t be around
Rocky Mountain Bighorn sheep in Wyoming. I knew anyway. I was out of cell service while on vacation
I wanted to do it with my bow and Barlow Outfitting. but when reentering service I had several voicemails
Bob Barlow said he had just the guide to help me. So, from Wyoming Game & Fish to give them a call. I
in May I made contact with Bob’s brother-in-law, John had absolutely no idea why. When I was finally able
Reilly. John and I formed a plan to start hunting August to speak with Glenn Pauley, the Planning Coordinator
19th. I started preparing myself
for Wyoming Game & Fish, he
and my equipment for a high
informed me that I was the
mountain archery sheep hunt.
2016 Trifecta Winner. After
We were setting up
Glenn explained in detail what
for a shot when we
On Friday July 15th, just as I
winning the Trifecta entailed,
heard the deepest,
was about to leave the office,
the first question I had was
I received the strangest email
whether I could hunt sheep or
guttural roar and in
from the Wyoming Game &
not. He said of course, and
an instant, a big boar
Fish Department notifying
then I asked if I could hunt
grizzly was closing
me that they had, “some very
sheep even if I already had a
exciting news” about a hunting
Wyoming Bighorn tag in my
on us quickly.
opportunity in 2016 and were
pocket. Glenn couldn’t believe
planning on calling me on
what I was saying and was very
Monday to give me the details.
excited for me. Just like that, my fall got crazy busy
and it was one heck of a ride.
I thought to myself, “They must have some left over
deer tags and since I drew a sheep tag they are going I met John in August, as planned, at a trailhead just
to reach out to see if I am interested in one.” I never out of Jackson, Wyoming. Carter Nielsen was to be
thought anything about it as I was going to be on our wrangler, helping out with the hunt. We rode in 16
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miles and set up camp. After we set up camp, John
and Carter took care of the horses and I climbed a
small knoll and spent the evening glassing. I was able
to spot 16 ewes and lambs.
The next day, we saddled the horses and rode and
hiked for most of the day. We saw just over 60 sheep
with 10 being rams, but nothing we were interested in.
The country was huge and beautiful with the Teton’s
looming in the background. We were always at or
just over 10,000 feet in elevation. We spent most of
the time above timberline, but we saw many sheep
down in the timber as well. Days two and three were
much like day one, where we were seeing plenty of
sheep but not the type of rams we were hoping for.
On day four, we found eight rams and one deserved a
closer look. We moved closer and decided that it was
a ram that we should make a play on. We weren’t in a
good position for a stalk and being late in the day, we
backed out of the basin to return in the morning.
We found them in the same basin the next morning as
they were feeding right at timberline. We were north
and above them in elevation, so the plan was for John
and Carter to stay watching the rams while I made a
loop and tried to come up through the timber on them
while the thermals were still good. It took me a little
less than an hour to get into position but by then they
had moved 100 yards up out of the timber, heading for
the cliffs to bed down for the day. So, I looped them
to the south, started climbing, and got above them. I
popped out right above them as they were digging
their beds out. The wind was typical for Wyoming
and blowing so hard it was hard to stand on top of
the cliffs. I found a crevice where I could slip down on
them and I inched out, as close as I could, in the shale

rock. My monster ram was bedded broadside, facing
to my right. The wind was howling from left to right.
My rangefinder said the angle was 42 degrees and to
shoot him for 55 yards. It was so steep and the shale
rock was so loose that I was wedged against a cliff
to keep from sliding down the chute I was in. I had a
V notch in the rocks in front of me that I intended to
shoot through. I tried to pull my bow but this meant
letting go of the cliff I was pressed against and I would
just slide down the chute. Finally, my only option was
to slide and pull my bow back. Once I did, with my bow
pulled, I walked back up the chute several yards, made
it to the cliff and started easing out to peek through
the V notch. As soon as I became visible, the ram saw
me and turned his head my direction. My right elbow
was pressed against the cliff. I checked to make sure
my arrow would clear through the notch. I aimed a foot
back into his body cavity and, as I released the arrow,
I couldn’t believe how solid and calm I was. The ram
blew out of his bed and as he did I saw the fletching in
the ten ring. He ran out of my sight and within minutes
I saw his buddies looking down the mountain and then
I saw my ram rolling into view 500 yards below me. It
was over. I finally killed a ram with my bow.
John and Carter got to watch the entire hunt unfold.
They were so pumped up, and I am grateful that they
got to share in the experience with me. It took us the
rest of the day to take care of the ram and the next day
we packed out.
With a ram under my belt, we headed for moose
country. I arrowed a really good Shiras moose ten years
ago in Wyoming, so when I drew this tag the only thing
my wife asked from it was another moose, as she really
enjoyed the meat. Labor Day Weekend two buddies of
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mine, Dan Blankenship and Nate Moore, road tripped
to the Snowy’s to find a good Shiras. We had three
days to get it done. We saw a lot of “Bullwinkle” bulls,
but could not find a monster Shiras. The bulls were
brushed up and I can’t even explain in writing what the
Snowy’s over Labor Day Weekend is like. I have never
seen that many people recreating in the mountains in
my life. It was crazy! On day three we found a freak of
a bull and I put a good hunt on him and shot him at 44
yards. My wife had her moose meat.
One of the first calls I received from anyone when I
drew the Trifecta was from Josh Martoglio, who owns
Shoshone Lodge Outfitters. From day one, he wanted
to be part of the Trifecta experience and he was always
calling in saying, “Don’t worry about anything, I got
your back.” So, I made plans to go with Josh the last
week of October to get my second ram and if the stars
aligned perfectly, possibly an elk on the same trip.
Josh said, “This can be done, but it won’t be easy.” He
was right, it wasn’t easy.
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Josh decided that we would day hunt as this would
give us plenty of options. I basically had three guides
with Josh calling the shots. Sam Caley, a guide visiting
from New Zealand who was extremely handy and
could traverse the mountains like the Tahr he hunts,
and Fransisco Canett, a guide from Baja who was
extremely good with his optics. Day one we hunted
unit 3 and saw 8 rams, but nothing of any age. Day two
we hunted unit 2 and found 17 rams with one shooter.
We decided to watch the ram until dark and come in
the next morning and see if we could get him killed.
It was a two-hour ride in to where the rams were and,
as daylight approached, we found the rams within 100
yards of where we had left them the night before, so
the hunt was on. There were 5 rams in the group with
our target ram being an 8-year-old, big-looped, deepdropping ram. That isn’t a typical characteristic of a
Wyoming ram. Very pretty ram! We rode the horses as
close as we dared and then Josh led us on a stalk that
got us within range. The rams were above and across
a canyon just above timberline in the rocks. We found
an opening in the heavy timber and were setting up for

a shot when we heard the deepest, guttural roar you
could imagine and in an instant, a big boar grizzly was
closing on us quickly. We scattered like quail, grabbing
our bear spray and rifle while yelling at the bear. The
grizzly covered 60 yards in seconds and finally at 20
yards from us he veered downhill and away from us.
Close call! The rams didn’t like all this commotion and
headed up and out of the canyon. It took us six hours
to get back on them and after a long climb, the wind
switched and they were gone for good. It was a long,
tough day.

into a big box canyon, Josh turned and told me; “We
got them now.” He said, “Even though they are sheep,
this canyon is brutal and there is no way out.” We were
tracking them through an old burn when Josh spotted
them. Somehow, we had managed to walk up on them
in their beds and when the big ram stood from his
bed 68 yards away—Wyoming ram number two was
on the ground. Fransisco and Sam heard the shot and
brought the horses up. We packed him out, gathered
our stuff from Shoshone Lodge, and headed for Cody
to start elk hunting in the morning.

Day four found us back in unit 3 and we hunted hard
all day. At last light, we found the type of ram we were
after but a long ways away and living in the deep snow
in the nose bleed section. Day five started with a long
ride in the morning and then climbing. We could not
find the ram from the day before or his four buddies
he was with. Finally, Josh said, “We are going to climb
up there and get on their tracks and track them out.”
The snow was over our knees and crusty so it was hard
and slow moving. Once the tracks turned and headed

Josh Fransisco and I left early in the morning to arrive
at the glassing spot where Josh wanted to be at
daylight. During the drive, Josh explained the lay of
the land, but he didn’t really know what to expect as
he hadn’t hunted the area this early before. Usually he
hunts elk here in late November. As we walked up to
the glassing knob, he told me to work my way around
down the canyon, glassing in all the different draws
and holes. I had barely left him when he whistled
me back and told me he found a bull already and he
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looked good. We needed to get closer before the bull
fed into the timber, so we ran down the ridge three
hundred yards and got set up. After carefully looking
the bull over, we knew he was not extremely long but
he was the widest bull Josh had ever seen and he had
really good mass. He was definitely an older bull, and
he was the type of bull I was after. We set up for the
cross-canyon shot and at the report of the rifle my
Trifecta was over!
Winning the Trifecta truly presented me with a unique
opportunity, but what made it special was having
outfitters like Bob Barlow and Josh Martoglio help me
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with the journey, as it was a long one. I want to thank
all my guides who helped me along the way; John,
Carter, Sam and of course Josh.
I want to thank the Wyoming Game & Fish Department
for having the Trifecta drawing. In particular, I would
like to thank Glenn Pauley as he was always ready to
answer any questions and help out in any way. Glenn
let it be known right from the start that the state of
Wyoming wanted this to be a world class experience,
and it was. Lastly, I would like to thank KUIU for
sponsoring the Trifecta drawing and providing me with
the quality hunting clothes I used on this hunt.

2016 SUPER TAG
BIGHORN SHEEP WINNER
JEFF CAMPAGNA

2015 SUPER TAG
DEER WINNER
ALAN ENNIS

2016 SUPER TAG
MOUNTAIN GOAT WINNER
TANNER WINTERS

THE ULTIMATE
HUNTING
ADVENTURE
WYOMING’S SUPER TAG RAFFLE OFFERS
9 SPECIES AND 10 CHANCES TO WIN

AND SUPER TAG TRIFECTA

APPLY ONLINE:
WGFD.WYO.GOV/EPICOUTDOORS
Tickets:
Super Tag: $10
Super Tag Trifecta: $30

New for 2017! For every five Super Tag raffle tickets,
or every two Super Tag Trifecta tickets an individual
purchases, their name is entered into a raffle to win a
complete hunting gear package from KUIU, Swarovski,
Weatherby, and Leupold. Purchase more tickets
for more chances to win.

Deadline to apply is July 3, 2017
Raffle winners must purchase any applicable licenses and/or stamps
before hunting. Made possible by the Wyoming Legislature

